KC-1300  
FURRIES COOL

KC-1301  
SNUGGERY BREEZE

KC-1302  
LOBLOLLY PINE

KC-1303  
ETCHINGS MIST

KC-1304  
LINE MARKINGS

KC-1305  
FURRIES SWEET

KC-1306  
SNUGGERY WARMTH

KC-1307  
LOBLOLLY WOOD

KC-1308  
ETCHINGS NECTAR

KC-1309  
CUTE CARVINGS
FINISHED SIZE | 9" x 7"

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>KC-1306</td>
<td>¼ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>KC-1309</td>
<td>¾ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>KS-116</td>
<td>¾ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>KS-107</td>
<td>⅛ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>KS-128</td>
<td>⅛ yd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
- Pillow fill
- Batting
- Velcro
- Steam-A-Seam
- Black Cotton rope

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

⅛" seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

Two (2) 1½: x 2" strips from fabric B.

Refer to patterns for cutting pieces.

Use the Batting for the plushie Body arms, legs and ears.

Use the Batting for the bag arms, legs and ears.

Use the pillow fill for the Plushie arms, legs and ears.

Use the pillow fill for the Bag ears and Legs.

PATTERN ASSEMBLY

- Print the pattern pages and paste them together referring to each template cover page for placing order.

BAG CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼" seam allowance.

- Take one of the templates from fabric A, two round templates from fabric E, two round templates from fabric D and the nose template from fabric D.

- Use the printed template for Eyes, nose and cheeks placement.

- Applique the face on top of the fabric A body using Steam-A-Seam.

- It is always recommended to stitch on top to hold the pieces in place.

- Hand stitch the mouth and cheek pores.

- Take a small piece of velcro and paste it on the body center. Leave the other side of velcro for the Plushie back.

- Set aside.
• Take two ear templates from fabric B and the two remaining templates from fabric D.

• Applique the fabric D template on top of each of the fabric B ear templates using Steam-A-Seam.

• Take the remaining ear templates from fabric B.

• Cut four batting pieces the same size of the ears, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each ear piece.

• Place two ears (one with the applique and one without) right side of the fabric together and then sew them together to construct one ear, leave the bottom open.

• Turn it inside out.

• Repeat the previous step for the other ear.

• Use the pillow fill to shape the ears and handstitch to close the ears.

• Set aside.

• Take the arm templates from fabric B.

• Cut four batting pieces the same size of the arms, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each arm piece.

• Place two arms right side of the fabric together and then sew them together to construct one arm, leave the bottom open.

• Turn it inside out.

• Repeat the previous step for the other arm.

• Set aside.

• Take the 1½” x 2” strips from fabric B.

• Fold them in half, wrong side of the fabric out.

• Sew the right and left edge to close it.

• Turn it inside out.

• Make a buttonhold.

• Set aside.
• Take the bag body, the two legs, two arms, two ears and the two buttonhole rectangles.

• Place on top all the body parts and the buttonhole rectangles inside the bag body.

• Refer to the diagram below for pieces placement.

• Pin in place.

• Place on top the back side of the bag body, wrong side of the fabric facing you and sew around it leaving the top open.

• Take the remaining strip from fabric C, fold it in half, iron it and sew the short end.

• Turn the strip over right side of the fabric out. Make two buttonholes on opposite sides which will go align to each side of the bag.

• Fold the round shape in half.

• Turn the Bag inside out.

• Pin the strip all the way around the bag open edge and sew it.

• Make sure the buttonholes are aligned to each side seam of the bag.
- Take the black cotton rope and attach a safety pin to one end of the rope.
- Insert it to one of the Fabric C strip butthold, using a safety pin as a guide.
- Make sure to leave and end about 15”, the safety pin goes all the way around and comes back out again through the same butthold.
- Insert it back to bring it out now on the opposite end.
- You should end up with the rope coming out from both ends of the bag strip.
- Take the ends and insert them on the bottom square piece buttonhold made with fabric B.
- Make a knot big enough so the ends won’t come out.

**PLUSHIE CONSTRUCTION**

- Take one of the templates from fabric B, two round templates from fabric E, two round templates from fabric D and the nose template from fabric D.
- Use the printed template for Eyes, nose and cheeks placement.
- Applique the face on top of the fabric B body using Steam-A-Seam.
- It is always recommended to stitch on top to hold the pieces in place.
- Hand stitch the mouth and cheek pores.
- Set aside.

- Take the other side template from fabric B, that will be the back of the plushie and center the other side of the velcro left from the bag on top of the right side of the fabric.
- Set aside.

- Take two ear templates from fabric B and the two remaining templates from fabric D.
- Applique the fabric D template on top of each of the fabric B ear templates using Steam-A-Seam.

- Take the remaining ear templates from fabric B.
- Cut four batting pieces the same size of the ears, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each ear piece.
• Place two ears (one with the applique and one without) right side of the fabric together and then sew them together to construct one ear, leave the bottom open.
• Turn it inside out.
• Repeat the previous step for the other ear.
• Use the pillow fill to shape the ears and handstitch to close the ears.
• Set aside.

![Diagram 15](artgalleryfabrics.com)

• Take the Leg templates from fabric C.
• Cut four batting pieces the same size of the legs, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each leg piece.
• Place two legs right side of the fabric together and then sew them together to construct one leg, leave the bottom open.
• Turn it inside out.
• Repeat the previous step for the other leg.
• Use the pillow fill to shape the legs and handstitch to close the legs.
• Set aside.

![Diagram 16](artgalleryfabrics.com)

• Take the arm templates from fabric C.
• Cut four batting pieces the same size of the arms, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each arm piece.
• Place two arms right side of the fabric together and then sew them together to construct one arm, leave the bottom open.
• Turn it inside out.
• Repeat the previous step for the other arm.
• Set aside.

```
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
```

![Diagram 17](artgalleryfabrics.com)

• Cut two batting pieces the same size of the plushie body, place the batting on top of the wrong side of fabric from each body piece.
• Take the body with the face, the two legs, two arms and two ears.
• Place on top all the body parts inside the body.
• Refer to the diagram below for pieces placement.
• Pin in place.

![Diagram 18](artgalleryfabrics.com)

• Place on top the back side of the body, wrong side of the fabric facing you and sew around it leaving the bottom open.
• Turn it inside out and use the pillow fill to form the plushie.
• Handstitch the opening.
• Voila!

![Diagram 19](artgalleryfabrics.com)
NOTE: While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.

© 2019 Courtesy of Art Gallery Quilts LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Hand stitch Mouth & Pores.

Refer to pattern for face placement.
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